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Great news at last! - Following the easing of restrictions, socially distant RaceRunning sessions
resumed mid-April. We were delighted to secure a grant from the “Enabling Neighbourhoods and
Communities Fund” to fund offsite storage for the next year. This allowed us to make our current
cramped onsite storage covid compliant by removing spare equipment. We phased the return of
our athletes to be able to make adjustments to bike set up as required. We were very aware that
the younger ones would have grown quite a lot in the last year, which was definitely the case. The
weather has not been kind to us but it is wonderful to see RaceRunners back on the track.

Kiltwalk 2021
The ACE Kiltwalkers – otherwise known as Laura, Sean, Caity & Margaret
successfully took part in the 2021 virtual Kiltwalk and raised the amazing sum
of £1,869.45 for ACE RaceRunning. Thank you to all those
that supported them and thank you very much to them for
taking on the challenge for ACE!

RaceRunning gets a new name! – Frame Running
We were delighted to hear that World Para-Athletics has approved the new classification structure
for RaceRunning. The classification system is the result of 5 years of hard work by CPISRA – the
Cerebral Palsy International Sport and Recreation Association (which our own Peter Drysdale was
President of between 2016 and 2020) - and the research team at Edinburgh & Queen Margaret
Universities without whom this landmark could not have been achieved. Indeed, some of our
athletes took part in research which contributed to their work.
Two new classes T71 & T72, will be adopted into the WPA Classification Rules and Regulations
post-Tokyo Paralympics subject to final approval and the name will change from RaceRunning to
Frame Running.
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